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Notes on the Future
With spring just a snow storm or two away for most

of you, it is time to gear up for our Annual Meeting in
April. The Lodge of the Four Seasons is sure to be a
welcome change from the bustle of our normal sched-
ules and the NSTA Conference in St. Louis. However
all good things come with a price and for the 61st
NARST meeting, it is the transportation from the city
to the country. Buses will be scheduled from down town
St. Louis at 9:00 am and 1:00 pm Sunday. Be sure to
make your travel arrangements because it will not be
possible for us to make rescue trips to the airport at
odd hours.

Next year the 1989 meeting is scheduled to be held
in San Francisco in conjunction with AERA. Once again
we faced the dilemma of having to meet over Easter
weekend. The Board felt strongly that we should not
subject ourselves and families to that again. However,
noting it was important to continue our pattern of al-
ternating with NSTA and AERA, the board voted to
meet immediately after AERA in San Francisco as
planned instead of switching to NSTA which is meeting
in Seattle. Glenn is currently negotiating the meeting
site, the accommodations and the earthquake quotient
for the California conference.

In this issue is the announcement for the search for
a journal editor to succeed Russ Yeany. As you read
over the criteria for both the individual and the institution
that houses the journal, I think you'll see the extent of
the commitment that is required to keep the journal
flowing smoothly. Although his term is not completed
until January, 1990, on behalf of NARST I would like
to commend Russ for the outstanding job he has done
in maintaining the integrity and quality of the journal.
It is the willingness of members like Russ to make this
kind of contribution to the organization that has made
NARST the robust professional organization it is today.

Being a part of this organization has been personally
rewarding and gratifying for me. I appreciate your sup-
port and will look forward to seeing you at the "Lodge"
in April.

Search for new Editor of JRST
The National Association for Research in Science

Teaching (NARST) is initiating the search for an editor
for the Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST).
The new editor would assume responsibility as asso-
ciate editor January 1, 1989. Full responsibilities for
editorship would be assumed January 1, 1990. By action
of the Board at the fall meeting the five year term of
office will include the year as associate editor.
Personal Qualifications
1. Professional background in science education and

particularly research and publication on topics re-
lated to science teaching.

2. Abilities to administrate, complete tasks, keep re-
cords, organize materials, manage a steady flow of
manuscripts and meet deadlines.

3. Capabilities and some experiences in the editing of
manuscripts, attention to details and an ability to
communicate with actual and potential authors of
JRST and to work effectively with the staff at John
Wiley & Sons.

4. Facility to synthesize comments and criticisms and
to communicate feedback from reviewers to potential
authors.

5. Willingness to commit a substantial amount of time
and energy to the job for a five year period.

Institutional Commitments
1. Half-time secretarial services. This person should

devote his/her time to the daily mechanics of logging
in manuscripts, sending articles to reviewers, col-
lecting comments from reviewers and generally
keeping abreast of the routine duties of running
JRST.

2. Time for editor. The time required as editor is about
one course per term or about to 1/ time. The
institution should be prepared to provide release time
for the new editor. The institution, as well as the
prospective editor, should realize there is a substan-
tial commitment of time and energy to the job.



3. Budget. The institution should provide some funds
for expenses such as telephone and office supplies.

4. Facilities and equipment. While the job does not
require special facilities and equipment, it would be
desirable to have an office and standard equipment
especially designated for the JRST. Space and filing
cabinets are very important. Word processing ca-
pabilities and a data base management facility are
necessary.

Interested persons should forward a letter of appli-
cation outlining personal qualifications, institutional
commitments and reasons for seeking the position..
With the application please provide evidence of your
qualifications for meeting the personal requirements. If
you will be away from your institution in the summer,
please supply a telephone number at which you can
be reached. Also include a curriculum vitae and the
names of three persons who might serve as references.
Finally, submit the name of an administrator from your
institution and a person familiar with your research
background. It would be very helpful to have a letter
of support from your Dean included with the application.

Application materials should be forwarded to:
Dr. Glenn C. Markle
Executive Secretary, NARST
College of Education
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 45221-0002
The deadline for submission of applications is July

15, 1988. If you have any questions, please telephone
the executive secretary (513-475-2335).

1988 Dues
Dues notices were mailed out in December and

payment should have been made by now. While many
members have renewed their membership, there are a
number of others that need to take action to become
current. Until dues are paid, your JRST subscription is
suspended. Prompt payment continues all services
without interruption.

For information contact: Dr. Glenn C. Markle, Exec-
utive Secretary, NARST, College of Education, Univer-
sity of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45221-0002 (513) 475-
2335.

New AAAS Publication Available
A new book, This Year in School Science 1987:

Science and Science Learning, is currently available
from AAAS. The book is a collection of papers written
for the 1987 National Forum for School Science. The
cost is $13.95 ($11.20) if a AAAS member) plus $1.50
per order for postage and handling.

Orders should be sent to: Sales Office, AAAS, 1333
H Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20005.

NARST 1988
CONFERENCE

April 10-13
Lodge of the Four Seasons

Lake Ozark, MO

ueaaiines

Travel Reservations, MOTOR COACH
London International Travel

(in Missouri or toll)

Hotel Reservations
Lodge of the Four Seasons

Paper, Final Copy
Discussants
ERIC, The Ohio State University

Travel Reservations, Air Travel
London International Travel

CALL NOW!
1-800-325-4947

314-567-6577

CALL NOW!
1-800-392-3461

March 21

March 25

Support Groups for Women
We are seeking information concerning support

groups for women in the work place. If there is a
support group for women employees in the place where
you work, we need your help. Please send ASAP the
name of the institution or company, the support group,
a contact person, and phone number or address to:
Susan Stanley, Math Science Network, co Mills Col-
lege, 5000 MacArthur Blvd., Oakland, CA 94613 (415)
562-3454

Eighteenth Annual Symposium of the
Jean Piaget Society

The Eighteenth Annual Symposium of the Jean Pi-
aget Society to be held in Philadelphia on June 2-4,
1988, examines "Biology and Knowledge: Structural
Constraints on Development." For further information
write to Dr. Peter Pufall, President, The Jean Piaget
Society, Clark Science Center, Smith College, Nor-
thampton, MA 01063.
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Research Matters. . .To the Science Teacher
LEARNING STYLES AND
SCIENCE TEACHING
By Paul J. Kuerbis

Some students blurt out responses to questions before the
questions are completed. Some students reflect on the answer
to a question. Some students thrive on activities in which they
can cooperate with their peers. Some students thrive on field
trips. And, some students give evidence that lectures and read-
ings are effective teaching/learning approaches, while their class-
mates may benefit from a "hands-on" and/or visual approach.
All of the behaviors just described are individual ways that stu-
dents learn-the paragraph is a collage of what researchers call,
learning styles.

The concept of learning style has a long history that includes
both psychology and education. The Greek, Hippocrates, iden-
tified four personality types: Sanguine, Choleric, Melancholy, and
Phlegmatic. In the early 20th century, German psychologists
studied cognitive style differences. Carl Jung published a book
on psychological types in 1921. In subsequent years, the American
psychologists such as Gordon AIlport, Herman Witkin, Katherine
Briggs, and her daughter Isabel Briggs Myers conducted exten-
sive research on different thinking styles. This effort waned during
the 1950's and early 1960's when researchers found little corre-
lation between individual styles and success in school. These
were also times when educators, notably science educators,
focused their energies on curricula and the developmental psy-
chology of Jean Piaget.

In the early 70's work on personality styles, particularly as they
related to students in school settings, began to appear in the
literature. During those years, several related terms appeared.
Learning modalities was a term used to describe the various
sensory channels (e.g., auditory, tactile, visual) through which
learners input and output information. Cognitive style was used
to describe ways individuals think or work with information (e.g.,
random versus sequential). Both of those terms were subsumed
under the broad term, learning style.

Learning style is a term educators use to describe the way we
perceive, interact with, and respond to the learning environment.
It is a broad rather than specific term; consequently, the concept
is defined differently by different researchers and practitioners.
Nonetheless, most agree that learning style is a consistent way
of functioning that learners exhibit. Learning style has cognitive,
affective, and physiological dimensions that serve as relatively
stable indicators of how learners perceive, interact with, and
respond to the learning environment. Style has a cognitive di-
mension since students perceive and gain knowledge differently.
Some need concrete experiences, while others comprehend a

concept through a lecture. Learners also show differences in how
they process information and in what they do with it. Some
learners are convergent in their thinking while others are diver-
gent. Some students process information in a linear fashion, while
others are random or approach a task globally. The affective
dimension embodies the motivational, judgmental, valuing and
emotional aspects of style. For example, some students are logical
and straightforward in approaching a problem while others seem
to be led more by their hearts than their heads. Some students
benefit from structure, while others need very little guidance. The
physiological dimension includes responses that are biologically
based. Some students do their best work early in the morning,
while others work better in the late morning or early afternoon.
Environmental factors such as sound, light, and temperature can
all influence student learning through the physiological dimension.

Some Learning Style Models

During the past decade numerous models or systems of learn-
ing styles have been proposed. Most address only one or two of
the three dimensions of the general learning style model. Below,
several of the more popular models are outlined. Each model
has an instrument for assessing an individual's learning style.
Each system also has supplemental materials aimed at assisting
teachers who wish to use the model as basis for making decisions
concerning the curriculum and instruction.

The current model developed by Dunn and Dunn contains five
levels, each with several traits: Environmental (sound, light, tem-
perature, room/furniture design); Emotional (motivation, persist-
ence, responsibility, structure); Sociological (self, pairs, peers,
team, adult, varied); Physical (modalities, intake, time of day,
mobility); and Psychological (global-analytical, hemisphericity, im-
pulsive-reflective). The "Learning Styles Inventory" can be used
in grades 3-12 and assesses each student's strong positive and
strong negative preferences for 18 elements of style. Applying
the model in science classrooms should focus on matching
teaching styles with learning styles using a diagnostic-prescriptive
approach. In association with National Association of Secondary
School Principals (NASSP) and Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development (ASCD), the Center for Learning Styles
at St. John's University (New York) publishes a quarterly newsletter
and numerous other resources designed to assist classroom
teachers in the application of the model.'

Anthony Gregorc's model focuses on the mediation abilities of
the human mind: perception and ordering. He contends that
individuals perceive the world on a continuum that ranges from
concrete to abstract and they order information and knowledge
on a continuum that ranges from sequential to random. These
two continua combine to give four distinct patterns of learning
style behavior:



* Concrete Sequential students learn best from real objects and
events and when information is presented in a logical order.

* Abstract Sequential students learn best from abstract ap-
proaches (e.g., lecture, readings) which are highly sequential.

* Concrete Random students benefit from real experiences, but
need to approach learning in a more haphazard, vicarious
manner.

* Abstract Random students can learn from abstract presenta-
tions but need to order information their own way: randomly.
Kathleen Butler has translated Gregorc's model into a teaching-

learning model. Her book is an excellent source of ideas teachers
can use to modify their preferred style of teaching and add variety
to their teaching to meet the learning style needs of students.
The Gregorc-Butler approach to application emphasizes the im-
portance of "guided mismatch" so that learners strengthen their
abilities in their non-preferred style areas. 2

Some researchers have built learning style models upon the
psychological theory proposed by Carl Jung. Foremost among
these have been Katherine Briggs and her daughter, Katherine
Briggs Myers (The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator), and more re-
cently, Robert Hanson, Harvey Silver and Richard Strong. The
Jungian theory posits four functions: two ways of perceiving
(sensing and feeling) and two ways of judging data (thinking and
feeling). According to the Hanson, Silver and Strong group, com-
bining these gives four basic learner types:
* The Sensing-Thinker learner is realistic and pragmatic and

perceives the world through the senses rather than through
ideas. For these students, employ journals, role playing and
consensus decision making.

* The Sensing-Feeling learner perceives with his senses but
makes decisions based on personal feelings rather than im-
personal logic. For these students, employ workbooks, dem-
onstrations and field trips.

* The Intuitive-Thinking learner is intellectual and knowledge-
oriented and looks beyond what is concrete or tangible to the
world of abstractions and possibilities. For these students, em-
ploy independent research projects, lectures and debates and
inquiry.

* The Intuitive-Feeling learner uses his intuition rather than his
senses and looks to what is possible rather than what is. For
these students, use guided imagery and open-ended discus-
sions.
Application of the model is through both matching strategies

and the provision of variety so that a teacher is directed to use
teaching approaches suited for all four types of learners.3

Bernice McCarthy's model of learning and teaching styles is
based on the work of David Kolb. Kolb, like Jung, posited that
the human mind has both perceiving and processing qualities.
The perceiving continuum ranges from concrete to abstract. Sen-
sorlfeelings tend to be more concrete in their perception, while
thinkers tend to be more abstract. The processing continuum
ranges from active to reflective. Active processors initiate activities
and try things firsthand. Reflective processors watch what's hap-
pening and reflect before acting. Combining the two continuum
results in four learner types:
* Type One: Concrete Experience. For this learner, personal

meaning and social interaction are important.
* Type Two: Reflective Observation. For this learner, information,

facts and logic are important.
* Type Three: Abstract Conceptualization. For this learner, sen-

sory experience and application are important.

* Type Four: Active Experimentation. For this learner, intuition,
synthesizing and experience are important.
McCarthy proposes that we reach the four basic types of

learners by designing lessons and units of study that use strat-
egies which systematically rotate through the four types of learn-
ers. Teachers should begin with a personal experience, then
move to presentation of information followed by application of that
knowledge and conclude with experimentation. Furthermore,
within each of the four modes, left and right brain activities should
be included. Recently, McCarthy and Bill Hammond and Bob
Samples have published a resource of science teaching ideas.4

Teaching with Style

The evidence strongly suggests that students' achievement can
be improved when teachers address the learning styles of stu-
dents. Until we know more about the specific effects of matching
and mismatching teaching styles with individual learner styles,
classroom teachers should utilize the following guidelines:
* Guard against over-teaching with your preferred style.
* Help students identify their preferred style(s).
* Provide a variety of teaching approaches so that all students

have the opportunity to learn through their preferred style and
are challenged to diversify and use other styles.
Research on learning styles provides support for use of a

variety of instructional strategies in the science classroom. There
is need for laboratory, discussion, demonstration, group projects
and even lectures. To use a teaching approach extensively and
to apply various approaches in anything less than a systematic
manner is a failure to recognize the importance of students
"learning styles" and your ability to enhance learning through
application of this line of resource to science teaching.

References

1. Information on the Dunn's model, including a newsletter, sample
units of study and other resources may be obtained from: The
Learning Styles Network, St. John's University, Jamaica, New
York 11439.

2. Resources on the Gregorc-Butler model can be obtained from:
Gabriel Systems, Inc., Box 357, 147 Main Street, Maynard, MA
01754.

3. Resources on the Hanson, Silver, Strong and Associates, P.
0. Box 402, Moorestown, N.J. 08057.

4. Resources on the McCarthy model can be obtained from:
EXCEL, Inc., 600 Enterprise Drive, Suite 101, Oak Brook, IL
60521.

Paul J. Kuerbis is Professor of Education at The Colorado
College. He is a member of the National Association for Research
in Science Teaching, an organization dedicated to improving
science teaching through research.

The National Association For Research in Science Teaching is an organ-
ization that seeks to improve science teaching through research. For
further information, contact the NARST Executive Secretary:

Dr~ Glenn Markle
401 Teacher College
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221



Opening of Registration
NARST Board Lunch
NARST Board Meeting
Training Sessions
-Program Evaluation
-Techniques for Classroom Research
Dinner
General Session I
-Curriculum Research Related to Project

2061
9:30pm-11:00pm Reception for New Members
Monday, April 11

7:30am-8:30am NARST Committee Meetings
8:30am-10:00am Concurrent Sessions

-Teacher Preparation
-Science-Technology-Society
-Poster Papers
-Classroom Research
-Elementary Science
-Process Skills

10:30am-12:00n Concurrent Sessions
-Revision of Karplus Learning Cycle
-Curriculum in Chemistry
-Misconceptions
-Achievement
-Curriculum and Instruction
-Time to Talk: Research, JRST

12:00n-2:00pm Lunch
-NARST Special Committee Meetings

2:00pm-4:00pm General Session II
-A Partnership Between Research and

Technologically Driven Development
4:15pm-5:45pm Concurrent Sessions

-Elementary Science Curriculum
-Teacher Education
-Research in Latin America and the
-Caribbean
-Microcomputers
-Educational Policy
-Achievement

5:45pm-7:00pm Dinner
7:30pm-10:00pm Networking Groups

-Constructivist
-Science-Society-Technology
-Misconceptions
-Memory Systems
-Use of Computers in Science

Education
-International Science Education
-Ethnographic or Naturalistic
-Attitudes
-Problem Solving

1988 Annual Meeting Program
Sunday, April 10
10:00am
12:30pm-2:00pm

2:00pm-5:00pm
2:00pm-5:00pm

5:00pm-7:00pm
7:30pm-9:30pm

Tuesday, April 12
7:30am-8:30am NARST Committee Meetings
8:30am-10:00am Concurrent Sessions

-Teacher Education
-Problem Solving
-How to Get Published in Professional

Journals
-Preservice Teacher Education
-Microcomputers
-Analysis Studies

10:30am-12:00n Concurrent Sessions
-Elementary School Science
-Curriculum Translation
-Interpretive Research
-Poster Papers
-Misconceptions
-Achievement

12:00n-2:00pm Awards Luncheon
2:30pm-4:00pm Concurrent Sessions

-Classroom Based Research
-Gender Differences
-Attitudes
-Literature Reviews
-AWARDS PAPERS: JRST 1987

NARST
-Time to Talk: Current President

4:15pm-5:45pm Concurrent Sessions
-Science Teachers as Researchers
-Science Teacher Education
-Anecdotal History of NARST
-Attitudes
-ANNUAL REVIEWS OF RESEARCH:

1984, 1985
-Science-Technology-Society

5:45pm-7:00pm Dinner
6:00pm- NARST Board Dinner and Meeting

Wednesday, April 13
8:00am-10:00am Concurrent Sessions

-Classroom Research
-Curriculum Development Based on

Conceptual Change Strategy
-Problem Solving
-Misconceptions
-Process Skills
-Teacher Education

9:45am-1 1:00am Concurrent Sessions
-Group Administered Logical

Thinking Test
-Miscellaneous Topics
-Problem Solving
-Misconceptions
-Teacher Education
-Miscellaneous

11:00am-12:00n Business Meeting
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INTERNATIONAL 
ISSUES

ICASE Europe Research Seminar
There will be held an ICASE Europe Research Sem-

inar on Empirical Research in Science and Mathematics
Education on May 25 - 27, 1988, at the University of
Dortmund, Federal Republic of Germany. The purpose
of the seminar is to present and discuss papers on
empirical research in science and mathematics edu-
cation. Special emphasis will be laid on the methods
that have been used.

Participants may arrive in the evening of Tuesday,
May 24. The seminar will start at 10:00 am on Wednes-
day morning and finish at 5:00 pm on Friday, May 27.
There will be approximately ten forty minute papers
followed by general discussion periods of another forty
minutes. The language of the seminar will be English.
This will be a small seminar with about seventy parti-
cipants from Europe expected to come.

Papers should be submitted as soon as possible.
Please send a title and an abstract (one page with
reference list included). The abstracts will be repro-
duced and sent to the participants ahead of the sem-
inar.

There will be no seminar fee. Everyone will need to
cover their own expenses. The chairman of the seminar
can help find hotel accommodations in Dortmund city
center.

Please send inquiries to: Prof. Dr. Hans-Jurgen
Schmidt, University of Dortmund, Dept. of Chemistry,
Otto Hahn St., D-4600 Dortmund 50, Fed. Rep. of
Germany.

Are You Involved?
In an attempt to better understand the involvement

of NARST members in international endeavors a ques-
tionnaire has been prepared and is being circulated to
the membership by the Committee on International
Issues. Please respond by using the form or a copy to
indicate your past international involvement and your
current interests.

Send the completed questionnaire to: Dr. Arthur L.
White, Department of Educational Studies, 252 Arps
Hall, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210.



NARST INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE

Name

Date

Phone (_ )

Address

Zip

1. Are you interested in conducting research of a cross-Cultural nature (including replication YES
studies)?

Provide topic or nature of research in which you are
interested.

2. Have you previously been engaged in research internationally?

Provide topic or nature of research in which you have been engaged.

3. Are you currently engaged in research internationally?

Provide topic or nature of research in which you are engaged.

4. Are you interested in international programs involving:

Exchanges

Visits

Conducting seminars

Topics:

Conducting short courses

Topics:

5. Are any of the programs you have mentioned available for participation to other
NARST members?

If so, which ones?

NO MAYBE

YES NO

YES NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

MAYBE

MAYBE

MAYBE

YES NO MAYBE

YES NO MAYBE

I I
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NARST News

NARST News is published and mailed to members
on the first of the month of March, June, September,
and December. Contributions need to be received one
month before the publication date. Send contributions
to the editor:

Dr. Thaddeus W. Fowler, Editor
NARST News
College of Education
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 45221-0002
First priority will be given to regular NARST News

features and other articles will be published as space
permits. Please submit copy in printed form and, if
possibly, also as a text file on a "five inch" floppy MS-
DOS computer disc (WordPerfect preferred).

IhI nn,1W
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 45221-0002

Paul H. ,Joselin
Graduate School of Education
Drake University
Des Moines., IA 50311
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